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thor (chris hemsworth) is still on the search for the infinity stones, trying to prevent ragnarok, but
hes also trying to figure out who he is and if hes a hero. he hasnt really done anything heroic except
hold up a city. hes just a human being at this stage, hes trying to figure out his place in the world.
hes not in asgard anymore, hes trying to figure out where hes going. hes got these new friends, but
hes still a solo act. i think thats the story. and thats how its been, its been a pretty good adventure.
in an interview with entertainment weeklyin july, hemsworth elaborated on why the film revolves
around thor rethinking his old identity: i think that was the idea, to basically have thor, who is a
really big, strong and powerful character, go through a really intense questioning of what that means
to him. and then the idea that he finds a little bit of comfort in it in the end. another of the major
themes of thor: love and thunder is the idea of being older, and its just a cool thing to be able to talk
about for the first time in a marvel movie. thor: love and thunder hits theaters november 5, 2019. to
see what films have made more money at the box office than thor: ragnarok, check out this chart:
the rotten tomatoes-based site the numbers reports that ragnarok has made $305.8 million
domestically and $580.5 million globally to date. thor: ragnarok also earned the best critical
reception of any of the films in the marvel cinematic universe, with a score of 85% on rotten
tomatoes based on 93 reviews. it also has the highest rating of any of the marvel cinematic universe
films at metacritic with a score of 92% based on 30 reviews. in an interview withthe hollywood
reporter, waititi revealed that his favorite scene to shoot was the battle between thor and hela, the
norse goddess who rules the dead. its a battle of two strong heroes, and id say they were the most
fun to watch and choreograph, waititi said.
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you could easily say that thor: ragnarok is a family movie. the title refers to thor himself, and its his
home in the universe. its also where his dad, odin (anthony hopkins), resides. odin is a god, and thor
can only go to asgard to visit him. thor has a great many friends, who make up his family, including

his brother, loki (tom hiddleston). but he also has a hard time fitting in with his family and friends. he
doesnt want to give up his adventures, and lives his life as a hero, but he cant help but feel like an
outsider. he doesnt fit in on asgard. he isnt like the other gods. he isnt like the other asgardians. he
doesnt know how to be a normal person. thats what the movie is about. its about a guy who isnt like

the other people on his planet, and doesnt want to be like the other people on his planet, but just
wants to do what he wants to do. the third movie in this thor series, thor: ragnarok, is directed by

taika waititi and stars hemsworth again in the title role. it follows thor as he teams up with a group of
allies to take down a threat to the planet and defend it against the forces of evil. waititi also wrote

the script, but he's not listed on the title card, and the film is mostly set in the future, instead of the
past. this thor movies is more lighthearted and less action-packed than the previous two, and it's the

first that's not set in the same universe as the others. however, it still has plenty of violence,
including some gruesome battles with monsters and large-scale explosions. the movie also features
characters with "killer" names like hela (the baddie) and hela (the love interest). and in the end, the

movie features thor's resurrection, which is a little bit surprising. 5ec8ef588b
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